Innovative
RFID Solutions
For Critical Drug Inventory Management
and Processes in Healthcare

R F I D -E NAB LE D I NVE NTORY MANAG E M E NT

From Day One

A Commitment to
Innovation
Our Background

Our Purpose

Every business started somewhere; some from more
humble beginnings than others. For MEPS RealTime, Inc., what started as a brilliant idea originally
conceived on an airport napkin has evolved into a
®
paradigm-shifting technology. Intelliguard RFID
Solutions can revolutionize your pharmacy as they
have in hundreds of hospital pharmacies.

The vision of MEPS Real-Time, Inc. is to deliver
original, innovative RFID solutions that help
healthcare providers ensure the right drugs in
the right doses are available when and where
they’re needed. Our current solutions are proven
to eliminate errors, improve efficiency and reduce
costs related to critical pharmaceutical inventory
management and processes in healthcare.

Headquartered in Carlsbad, CA, MEPS Real-Time,
Inc., was originally established as a division of Safety
Syringes, Inc. which was acquired by BD (Becton,
Dickinson and Company [NYSE: BDX]) in 2012.
Today, MEPS Real-Time, Inc. is privately held.

Not All RFID is Created Equal

Intelliguard RFID Solutions:
Discover Workflow
Your Prescription for Improved Automation for Critical
Pharmaceutical Inventory
Medication Safety, Reduced
Faster, Safer Kit and Tray
Costs and Increased Efficiency
Processing
®

Our suite of RFID solutions enable safe and efficient
machine-verified workflows and provide continuous
visibility of high-value, critical-dose medication
inventory, empowering clients to:
g Optimize inventory management
g Reduce human errors
g Avert medication expiry waste
g Prevent stock-outs
g Enhance workflow efficiency
g Increase patient safety
g Improve caregiver satisfaction
g Meet compliance requirements

In 2013, the company launched its first Intelliguard®
RFID Solution with the Intelliguard® Inventory
Management System featuring RFID-enabled
Controlled Temperature Cabinets. The Intelliguard®
Kit and Tray Management System was commercially
released in 2014 with next generation Intelliguard®
RFID smart tags specific to anesthesia and
procedural kit and tray processing use cases. In
2016, a new paradigm in inventory optimization for
the operating room was underway with Intelliguard®
Linked Visibility Inventory Stations (LVIS™).

MEPS Real-Time holds dozens of patents and
continues to develop technologies and applications.
Of exceptional note, MEPS® has patented two
Dynamic Sensor Module™ (DSM) antenna solutions
to increase accuracy and reliability of RFID systems.
These DSM™ technologies allow us to integrate
reliable RFID function into size-efficient, costeffective kit and tray management workstations,
pharmaceutical controlled temperature cabinets and
RFID-enabled drawers. Our patented RFID systems
operate at the ISM 915 MHz frequency band which
allows us to integrate antenna systems into an array
of traditionally challenging environments.

Contact us today to learn how Intelliguard RFID
Solutions can give you confidence you’ll always have
the right drugs, in the right doses, when and where
they’re needed.

www.mepsrealtime.com

www.mepsrealtime.com/patents

www.intelliguardRFID.com

®

The Intelliguard® Kit and Tray Management
System automates, validates and enables
medication replenishment processes and
is proven to reduce staff processing time
and errors.

Controlled Temperature Cabinets:
Different Sizes. All Smart.
The Intelliguard® Inventory Management
System automatically tracks and monitors
critical drug inventory levels and storage
conditions. Featuring real-time visibility
enterprise-wide, this insight provides
actionable data to right-size inventory,
eliminate expiry waste, respond to recalls
quickly, and avoid stock-outs.

The Anesthesia Drug
Management Revolution Is About
to Begin!
Intelliguard® Linked Visibility Inventory
Stations offer the first OR medication
optimization solution that manages
inventory in real time at the point-of-care.
Learn how you might qualify as an early
adopter and get special pricing.

For More Information:
www.intelliguardrfid.com
View Case Studies, Whitepapers and Videos:
www.intelliguardrfid.com/intelliguard-case-studies-white-papers
Join the Conversation:
www.intelliguardrfid.com/blog
Get In Touch:
Email info@intelliguardrfid.com
Phone 760-448-9500
Stop By:
6451 El Camino Real, Suite C, Carlsbad, CA 92009

MEPS® is a charter member of RAIN RFID Global Alliance.
See more at: www.mepsrealtime.com/partners/#alliances
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